Lecture Meeting

9th. Lecture Meeting "M&P Salon"
Date: May 31 (Fri.), 2013
Location: Waseda University, Tokyo
Title: Introduction of the advanced steel material supporting "Tokyo Sky Tree"
Affiliation: Hisaya KAMURA, Dr.Eng., (General Manager of Civil, Engineering Research Department, Steel Research Laboratory, JFE Steel, Corporation)

10th. Lecture Meeting "M&P Salon"
Date: July 26 (Fri.), 2013
Location: Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo
Title: Consequences of International Standards/Japanese vs European Specialists
Affiliation: Masaru OKADO, Dr.Eng., (JFE Techno-Research Corp.)

11th. Lecture Meeting "M&P Salon"
Date: September 27 (Fri.), 2013
Location: Waseda University, Tokyo
Title: Technical Developments of Elastomer for The Automobile
Affiliation: Jirou KOGUSURI, (Senior Vice President, KINUGAWA RUBBER Industrial Comp. Ltd.)

Short Course:

Title: Let's learn once again about the Engineering Materials — Basic Lecture for Young Mechanical Engineers —
Date: October 3 (Thu.), 4(Fri.), 2013
Location: JSME Office, Tokyo

Program;
Oct., 3(Thu), 9:30～17:15
9:30～10:30/(1) Production of Raw Materials
10:40～11:50/(2) Structures of Metallic Materials
13 : 00～14 : 45/(3) Strength and Deformation of Metallic Materials
15 : 00～16:50/(4) Phase Diagrams
16: 55–17:15/(5) Discussion

Oct., 4(Fri.), 9:30～17:15
9:30–10:30/(6) Diffusion and Phase Transformations
10:40–11:50/(7) Heat treatment of Steels
13:00–14:15/(8) Properties and Applications for Iron and Steel Materials
14:30–15:45/(9) Properties and Applications for Non-Ferrous Materials
16:00–17:00/(10) Plastic Working of Metallic Materials in the Factory
16: 55–17:15/(11) Discussion and Technical Consultation